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COMMERCIAL ARBITRATION BILL 2011 

Third Reading 

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe — Premier) [11.54 am]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a third time. 

MR B.S. WYATT (Victoria Park) [11.55 am]: I am delighted to speak on the third reading of the Commercial 
Arbitration Bill 2011, which is a very important bill and one that the opposition supports. The shadow Attorney 
General has already outlined very articulately the reasons the opposition supports this bill. In his second reading 
speech, the Attorney General outlines the merits of the legislation, stating in the final paragraph of his speech — 

The Commercial Arbitration Bill 2011 will ensure that Western Australian domestic arbitration laws 
reflect accepted international practice for resolving commercial disputes, and it will provide businesses 
with a cost-effective and efficient alternative to litigation. 

That is worthy of some reflection. Certainly lawyers in Western Australia and, I dare say, public servants and 
members of Parliament have been very aware over the years of the Bell litigation, an extraordinarily large—I 
think the largest in Australia—piece of litigation. It is one of the most expensive pieces of litigation, and has cost 
the government and the taxpayer a significant amount of money. It has cost all participants tens of millions of 
dollars. It might now have kicked over into the hundreds of millions in cost, and that litigation is ongoing. 
Certainly, the now-retired judge, Justice Owen, made the point a number of times during his hearing of the 
action that he would much prefer to see the matter negotiated to settlement outside the official court process 
because he could see only an outcome in which the legal costs exceeded levels far beyond anything anyone 
could consider reasonable. Given that litigation is about circumstances that took place a long time ago in the 
1980s and early 1990s, I am not surprised that Justice Owen was of that view. 

Certainly, the Attorney General outlined in his second reading speech, and the shadow Attorney General outlined 
in his contribution to the second reading debate, the reasons to support this legislation. Indeed, one reason it has 
been introduced is to ensure that we in the west can effectively compete in the business of commercial 
arbitration. New South Wales has, in particular, been very effective in this area and the Attorney General and the 
shadow Attorney General made the point that the first dedicated international dispute resolution centre has been 
opened in the Sydney central business district. This is an area that links international business and as our 
corporates tend to have more involvements in other parts of the world, it will allow the business of domestic and 
international commercial arbitration to become a more lucrative part of our economy. There is a much stronger 
desire now for corporations to resolve their disputes outside the formal court process simply because it is no 
longer practical or commercial to pursue resolutions through the courts. It is incredibly expensive. Certainly, I 
found as a junior lawyer doing my articles in Perth and then working as a restricted practitioner in Sydney, that 
when lawyers from large law firms in Australia, the United States and the United Kingdom travel the world 
virtually non-stop over some years to manage litigation, those costs become a big part of the clients’ expense 
base. In Australia we are very familiar with some of those. I have referred to the Bell litigation that continues. I 
think it will continue for a while yet. We are familiar with Mr Stokes and some of the litigation costs that he bore 
over the past few years with his Channel Seven interests, primarily based in the eastern states. It seems to me 
that commercial arbitration is the obvious course for the future. I dare say that we will see corporate entities 
more willing to sign up to the sort of conditions contained in this legislation introduced by the Attorney General. 
He made that point quite clearly in his second reading speech, stating — 

Arbitral tribunals are granted the flexibility, unless the parties otherwise agree, to conduct an arbitration 
on a “stop-clock” basis in which the time allocated to each party in the hearing is recorded 
progressively and strictly enforced. This can enable arbitral tribunals to conduct arbitrations in a manner 
that is proportionate to the amount of money involved and the complexity of the issues in the matter. 
Similarly, clause 33B, contained in part 6 of the bill, enables an arbitral tribunal to limit the costs of 
arbitration, or any part of the arbitral proceedings, to a specified amount unless otherwise agreed by the 
parties.  

That is an interesting development. I think it is something that corporations will take up with great interest. I 
would like to think that they will take it up with great interest simply because it enables the arbitral process to 
have a time and cost allocation, depending on the complexity of the particular dispute. Neither of the law firms I 
worked at were involved in the Bell litigation. I do not think the law firm that the Attorney General worked at 
was either.  

Mr C.C. Porter: We must have worked for the only two law firms that weren’t.  

Mr B.S. WYATT: Unfortunately, the only lawyers in Western Australia to not make a fortune out of the Bell 
litigation were the lawyers working at the two firms that the Attorney General and I worked at when we left law 
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school. Indeed, the Bell litigation constructed legal empires that continue to this day, based around the legal fees 
still flowing from that dispute. Many a law partner in Western Australia has built reputations, finances and 
fortunes on the Bell litigation. Unfortunately, I am not one of those to have built such a fortune off the back of 
that litigation.  

Large commercial litigation through the court process has a limited future because the costs are simply 
prohibitive, regardless of the size of the corporation. As the disputes get more international and more 
complicated and the number of lawyers used on those disputes inevitably increases, regardless of whether there 
is a massive revenue base or not, a bigger proportion of the revenue base will go towards managing the legal 
costs of those disputes. Hopefully, the Attorney General’s legislation will set up a process and also set up, to be 
perfectly frank, an industry within which those disputes can be managed, dealt with and, importantly, resolved 
with costs that no doubt will be much less significant than the traditional process through the Supreme, Federal 
or High Courts—the superior courts of Australia. We are already seeing this in large firms in particular in 
Western Australia. We have a bevy of smaller boutique law firms now pursuing the arbitration expertise in a 
much more concerted way. Law firms are recognising the fact that when it comes to high-end, high-fee, 
complicated commercial disputes, a traditional commercial litigation practice with a traditional commercial 
partner can offer its clients a better service by going down the process that the Attorney General is establishing 
through this legislation. The Attorney General made the point that this fell out of the Standing Committee of 
Attorneys-General meeting in May 2010. New South Wales effectively passed the first legislation. Attorney, 
how many other states still have to implement this legislation?  

Mr C.C. Porter: Almost all of them have, I think.  

Mr B.S. WYATT: Are we one of the last to do it? 

Mr C.C. Porter: I can get you that information. I think Tasmania, South Australia and Victoria all have. I think 
Queensland is also at about the same stage we’re at, which leaves South Australia, from memory.  

Mr B.S. WYATT: Slowly but surely, it is setting a domestic arbitration process to match the international 
arbitration process that is based upon the United Nations Commission on International Trade Model Law on 
International Commercial Arbitration.  

I want to spend a short time focusing on another aspect of why this legislation is good and timely. To quote the 
Attorney’s second reading speech — 

… the bill should give effect to the overriding purpose of commercial arbitration—namely, to provide a 
quicker, cheaper and less formal method of finally resolving disputes than litigation—and that the bill 
should deliver a nationally harmonised system for international and domestic arbitration, noting the 
commonwealth’s review of the International Arbitration Act 1974.  

A less formal process will ensure that we will have a cheaper and quicker process to manage these disputes. As I 
said, much is made of the fact that the Western Australian economy effectively doubled in size between 2001 
and 2008. That shows that the nature of commercial disputes is likely to increase in complexity, size and cost. 
Establishing this domestic arbitration system is important to hopefully create a quicker, cheaper and, as the 
Attorney General said, less formal method of resolving those disputes than litigation. From my experience with 
three large commercial law firms in Perth and Sydney and a short spell at a large law firm in London, 
commercial litigation has generated huge fees for legal firms over the years, and no doubt will continue to do so. 
The executives on the boards of large corporations involved in some of these disputes are finding it is getting 
harder to justify the sort of expense for the outcome that they are attempting to achieve through the litigation 
process. Having a nationally harmonised system for both international and domestic arbitration, which is what 
this bill will do, will provide a reliable and effective alternative to litigation through the superior courts within 
Australia.  

As the shadow Attorney already pointed out in his reply to the second reading debate, we support this legislation. 
It will be interesting to see whether, like in Sydney, a dedicated international dispute resolution centre springs up 
here in Western Australia. I think it will, because, as the Premier likes to point out, we are now focused much 
more on the north—and, indeed, the west—than we are on the east. I think Perth is a logical base for the creation 
of an international dispute resolution centre. The nature of our economy, I dare say, means that disputes will be 
incredibly complex and will involve more than one jurisdiction. I do not mean domestically but internationally. 
Our deep wealth of legal talent and the sort of expert advice and opinion that is needed in complicated dispute 
resolution, whether it is litigation or not, resides here in Western Australia. I would like to see, and very quickly, 
such a centre established and operating here in Western Australia. I think the nature of our economy and the 
focus of our political and economic system into that part of the globe which is growing and which will lead 
growth in the world for the rest of my lifetime, means that Perth is ideally placed to take advantage of the 
benefits that will hopefully be established through the Commercial Arbitration Bill 2011.  
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With those few remarks I look forward to hearing the Attorney General’s reflections, perhaps, on some of my 
hopes about what this legislation will provide. No doubt he has already provided some commentary about the 
shadow Attorney General’s comments on this legislation. I think we live in a federal structure and we are 
competitive system. We compete not just with other parts of the world, but also within our state and amongst 
states, therefore having this legislation passed and implemented puts us in a very good competitive position to 
hopefully compete with Sydney and its international dispute arbitration system, and I think we have much more 
to offer here in the west than Sydney’s arbitration system. With that short contribution, I emphasise that the 
opposition will support this legislation. 

MR C.C. PORTER (Bateman — Attorney General) [12.11 pm] — in reply: I thank the member for Victoria 
Park for his contribution to the Commercial Arbitration Bill 2011. Getting to speak with the member Victoria 
Park about commercial litigation is just like old times, and it is very pleasant. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: They were happy days! 

Mr C.C. PORTER: Indeed. And all of the comments — 

Mr C.J. Barnett: Both part of the club were you? 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: Yes; the club that did not make any money out of Bell! 

Mr C.C. PORTER: No, working in large corporate law firms is an experience that is sometimes pleasant and 
sometimes difficult. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: We had fun socialising! 

Mr C.C. PORTER: Indeed, there are some social benefits for large corporate firms as well. 

Mr M. McGowan: It must have been a lot of fun hanging around with you! 

Mr C.C. PORTER: There were not too many people hanging around with us and maybe that was a measure of 
what was going on! 

All the comments the member for Victoria Park makes echoing those of the shadow Attorney General are quite 
correct. In fact, there was recently a do, a court hearing if we like, for the 150th anniversary of the Supreme 
Court, and the chair of the Western Australian Bar Association Grant Donaldson, SC, gave a speech. One of the 
things he noted in that speech as a matter of looking to the future of litigation, was that in the year preceding his 
speech only three civil matters went to trial in the Supreme Court of Western Australia. I have not subsequently 
checked that figure, but I am sure it is largely correct. Yet, we have in excess of 20 Supreme Court judges, 
masters and registrars—what Treasury would call the stranded asset in a court, because it is only used between 
9.00 am and 5.00 pm—and it begs the question: what is everyone doing? I am certainly not suggesting all 
Supreme Court judges, masters and registrars are idle; far from it, but leaving aside the criminal trials, of which 
there are a number, what is basically happening is that all commercial litigation is predominantly occurring at the 
interlocutory stage. That may be with or without court mediation or court-ordered mediation, but there will be a 
whole range of matters. The overwhelming percentage of all of the litigation commenced in the Supreme Court 
will be finalised before the point of trial, sometimes on the day of the trial and at the trial door, sometimes earlier 
than that and sometimes because the parties will look at the costs that they have racked up in the interlocutory 
stage and just say that it makes no sense to them in the cost–benefit analysis, which will force them to settle—
sometimes court mediation will bring about that settlement. But, as the member for Victoria Park points out, 
interlocutory litigious proceedings are incredibly expensive.  

The second thing is that a court mediating a settlement is maybe not the quickest way to achieve a settlement, 
and it is a very expensive way for the taxpayer to be paying for judges and the asset of a court, to in effect 
mediate and cause the settlement of commercial litigious matters. I think we might find, to a moderate extent at 
least, that, when this legislation is passed and it enhances the ability of arbitral proceedings to provide a cost-
effective outcome in this jurisdiction, matters that had previously gone through that interlocutory process and 
then been finalised before a court avoid that interlocutory process by contracting onto an arbitral process and 
when things go astray between parties, as sometimes they do, that process occurs. It would hopefully have the 
effect of taking away work from the court system and putting it in an arbitral context. That is work that already 
occurs in this jurisdiction.  

The other potential benefit is that we have a huge amount of pipeline investment in construction and mining 
projects and, as I indicated yesterday, if we had a joint venture say between three parties, and one of them was a 
domestic organisation like Woodside or Atlas Iron and the other two parties were Singaporean or Canadian, we 
would hope that in making the contractual arrangements, which may lead to arbitral proceedings, those parties 
would agree that the arbitral proceedings would occur in Perth. If the existing legislation were to remain and our 
arbitral processes were different from those that occurred in Singapore or Canada, and the Canadian and 
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Singaporean arbitral systems were closely aligned because they were working off modelled legislation, it may 
well be that even if the domestic partner, the Atlas Iron or the Woodside, was the larger commercial partner in 
the joint venture, the agreement in the contract would be to conduct the arbitral proceedings in Singapore, or 
indeed Sydney, if Sydney had a similar regime to Singapore and Canada. That is what we are trying to avoid 
with this legislation. As I indicated yesterday, the second step to try to enhance the attractiveness of this 
jurisdiction for arbitral proceedings is to, in conjunction with the bar, develop some kind of arbitral rooms. It 
may be, as the member indicates, that for instance Francis Burt Chambers determines that, on a cost–benefit 
analysis, it is worth hiring out and maintaining rooms for arbitral proceedings, or it may be more of a public 
good, and that does not arise naturally. My view is that, as a government, we should be looking into some 
modest contribution to such arbitral rooms. They would be user-pays, and we would rent them out at market 
rates. Attracting arbitral proceedings into this jurisdiction means that we grow the size and strength of the legal 
profession, but we would literally have 10, 20 or 30 lawyers at a time, silks from other jurisdictions, flying into 
town, and they come here and they spend a — 

Mr M. McGowan: Is that a good thing? 

Mr C.C. PORTER: Absolutely. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: It’s a wonderful thing. 

Mr C.C. PORTER: They stay in hotels, they dine at Balthazar, amongst other places. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: The restaurants will enjoy it the most. 

Mr C.C. PORTER: Indeed, but there is a very strong multiplier effect to that sort of economic activity here, and 
that is one way in which can dovetail off the growing mining resources industry to enhance service provision in 
the jurisdiction. This is definitely the first stage to ensure that we are procedurally an attractive jurisdiction for 
arbitral proceedings and the next stage is trying to work out a way that we, as a government, contribute to the 
establishment of arbitral rooms. We are coming very close to finalising the plan for the new Supreme Court, and 
I think during that process, it may be that we have a slight surplus of space in the old building or maybe even in a 
new building. I think if we could try through that process to have rooms set aside as arbitral rooms that the 
government is in effect is contributing to, it would give a great kickstart to this jurisdiction in terms of its 
attractiveness for arbitral proceedings. The Australian branch of the Chartered Institute of Arbitrators and its 
rooms in Sydney are doing very well. Members of the organisation responsible for those rooms have come to 
Western Australia and met with us, even before we had this bill passed or even before we had dedicated arbitral 
rooms for us to be in partnership with that organisation. 

Mr B.S. Wyatt: That’s a good sign. 

Mr C.C. PORTER: Indeed. It indicates to me that perhaps that organisation sees that this jurisdiction, should 
we get arbitral rooms, would be a natural place for a joint venture that had encountered some difficulties to want 
to hold its arbitral proceedings. I think, in some ways, a cooperative approach with the Sydney-based institute 
and rooms is a good one, because it sees us as an advantage for it, and it is already a little bit more advanced than 
we are.  

Mr C.J. Barnett: Or Singapore? 

Mr C.C. PORTER: Or indeed Singapore. At the moment, Singapore is the arbitral capital of the world and it 
has made a great amount of that multiplier effect in business by having arbitrations conducted there. Again, that 
is a place we can look to for some kind of cooperative arrangement. The thing is that an arbitral proceeding need 
not have 100 per cent of its processes in one jurisdiction. It may be that certain parts of it are between 
jurisdictions, depending on where the companies find it most convenient and cost-effective to operate. This is a 
growth area. This is a good piece of legislation in one of those areas in which harmonisation makes a great deal 
of sense. Without saying we are well advanced with the idea of setting up arbitral rooms here, we have some 
ideas about how it might happen in a way that is cost-effective for the taxpayer but grows the local economy, and 
we are looking at it very carefully. That brings my contribution to the third reading debate to an end and I 
believe I can now seek to have the bill read a third time. 

Mr M. McGowan: The Premier has got something to say to it! 

Mr C.J. Barnett: I was going to speak, but all my points have been taken! 

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a third time and transmitted to the Council. 
 


